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GLOSSARY

ILS. Instrument landing system

NMEA. National Marine Electronics Association

GPS. Global positioning system.

LIDAR. Light detection and ranging.

VHF. Very high frequencies, corresponds to 30Mhz- 300Mhz

UHF. Ultra high frequencies, corresponds to 300Mhz-3GHz

PID. Proportional integral derivative method for controlling systems.

DAC. Digital to analog converter.

ADC. Analog to digital converter.

D/A Digital to analog converter

OP-AMP. Operational amplifier.
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C h a p t e r  1

INTRODUCTION

Airborne Data Collection

For many years, airborne data collection has been an important part of the

planetary and earth sciences.  Since the late 1980's, scientists at NASA have

been monitoring the changes in ice mass at the extremities of the earth using

data collected from airborne systems.  Before this type of data collection,

changes in ice mass were determined using ground measurements as well as

satellite photos.

One primary recognized advantage of airborne data collection was the ability

to  cover  large  areas  efficiently  and  economically.    This  led  to  the

advancement  of   earth-observational  sensors and the particular  interest in

sensors fitted to aircraft.  In 1987, NASA showed that ground measurements

were able to be made within an accuracy of  +/- 10cm over the Greenland ice

sheet, and later sub-decimeter measurements were provenproven using more

complex techniques.
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Illustration  1:  Plot  of  ice  sheet
elevation as measured from aircraft



However, these types of flights were found to be very lengthy, with the total

duration of some flights as long as 8 to 12 hours with often a minimal amount

of  turns.   The  illustration  above  shows  some  example  flight  lines  over

Greenland from 1999.  It can be noted that most of the flight lines have no

turns with the exception of the endpoints of each segment.  During these

“straight segments”, the pilot must constantly adjust the aircraft position to

remain on a course corresponding with the target set of waypoints.

During a typical transit across the midsection of Greenland, the flight path

must be flown in a precise manner, with minimal deviation from the intended

course so as to coincide with previously flown lines.  This paper will describe

a method for controlling an aircraft to automate the corrections necessary to

maintain the proper flight path during research conditions.

Illustration  2:  Flight  lines  plotted  from
1999 over Greenland
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Statement of  Problem

A typical mission flight plan is created prior to the actual date of flight, but is

always subject  to other conditions.  Visibility,  precipitation, winds, landing

and take-off conditions, satellite orbits, airport hours, availability of personnel,

and other factors can all contribute to changes of the flight plan with very

little or no notice.  Usually the flight plan is changed to compensate for these

variables shortly before the actual take-off; often the flight plan is changed

during the flight because of weather or other events.  

A solution is being presented in this paper that will mitigate both the problem

of in-flight plan changes and accommodate  the frequent long and precise

transits that often occur in airborne data collection.  The system presented

will allow sensor operators and scientists to quickly change flight tracks and

control the aircraft along the specified lines without pilot intervention.  This

will also alleviate the workload of the pilot during long flight segments.

Purpose of  Study

This project was created out of the need to replace an old guidance system

that  interfaced with the ILS of a P-3 Orion owned by NASA and maintained

at  the  Wallops  Flight  Facility  in  Wallops  Island,  VA.   The  existing

implementation  must  be  replaced  with  a  new  system  after  it  has  been

thoroughly tested.  This project is a good exercise in interfacing to a complex

feedback controller in a live work environment and will address one method

for accomplishing this task.
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C h a p t e r  2

AIRCRAFT HARDWARE

Description of  Aircraft

The  aircraft  that  the  system will  be  installed  in  is  an  Orion  P-3  aircraft

manufactured by Lockheed.  It has been used by the US Navy since 1962,

originally for anti-submarine warfare.  The current aircraft has been used all

over  the  world  for  scientific  research  and  has  been  heavily  modified  to

accommodate  many  different  instruments  from  universities  and  other

organizations.

A typical  configuration consists of many different instruments,  sometimes

working completely independent, sometimes dependent on each other.  An

example of one such configuration could be (front of aircraft to rear) : Inertial

Navigation System, Navigation PCs, Video Equipment, Ground Penetrating

Radar,  GPS receivers and data collection PCs,  Radiometers,   and LIDAR

topographic mappers1. 

Description of  ILS System

The “Instrument Landing System” is a standardized system for assisting an

aircraft when landing near an airport.  The ILS system consists of a localizer

1 For more information, see http://aol.wff.nasa.gov/

Illustration 4: P3 in LongyearbyenIllustration 3: Inside of P3
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for lateral  guidance (VHF); and a glide slope for vertical  guidance (UHF).

Since we will only be concerned with the lateral guidance component of the

ILS  system,  our  discussion  will  be  limited  to  the  localizer  and  the

corresponding VHF RF signals associated with it.

The main function of the localizer  is  to give azimuth guidance during an

approach.  A normal approach using the localizer for guidance must be done

at an angle of 30° or less due to the narrow localizer beam

Below is a 3D picture to illustrate the role of the localizer during an aircraft

landing. There are two fan-shaped patterns that overlap, one called the “blue”

area and one called the “yellow” area.  The line of overlapping is aligned with

the extended centerline of the runway.  The “blue” side, on the right side as

seen from the approaching aircraft, is a signal modulated at 150 Hz atop of a

VHF  carrier  signal.   The  “yellow”  side,  on  the  left  as  seen  from  the

approaching aircraft, is a signal modulated at 90 Hz.  Illustration 4 shows a

top view of the ILS localizer signal projected from the runway.
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Illustration  5:  3D
view of ILS signal

Runway



Under normal circumstances, an aircraft will use these signals to help the pilot

(or the autopilot) align the aircraft for a landing.  

What we intend to do is to produce the 90Hz and 150Hz modulated signals

accordingly to steer the aircraft right or left depending on our GPS position

and the location of our target set of  waypoints.  The combined 90Hz and

150Hz amplitude modulated signals will  be summed and fed into a signal

generator which produces the carrier signal, which will in turn connect to the

ILS antenna of our aircraft directly.  When the signal generator is selected via

a relay from the cockpit (such that the normal ILS antenna is no longer being

used), the ILS signal will be picked up by the autopilot and the plane steered

accordingly.  Using this simple method of interfacing with the ILS when the

aircraft is using the autopilot, we can attempt to correct the aircraft position

to correspond with  our  target  set  of  waypoints.   This  method  of  plane-

steering will be particularly useful in the NASA P-3, as the on-board aviation

electronics are not flexible enough to allow relatively quick changes to the

target set of waypoints.

Rack Mounted Hardware in the Aircraft

The hardware  to be utilized in the aircraft  consists  of  an Industrial  Rack

Mount PC that will have hardware and software capable of generating the

modulated  signal  using  a  unique  approach  that  involves  easily  obtainable

COTS components only.  The existing GPS receiver,  GPS antenna, signal

Illustration  6:  Top  view  of  blue  and  yellow
zones

150 Hz

90 Hz
Runway
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generator, ILS system and autopilot will be used and will not be modified.

One of the goals of this project was to have a simple design that would not

require  extremely  expensive  hardware  and  could be  easily  reproduced  for

redundancy.

The industrial PC to be used is a Pentium-4 equivalent system running Linux

in an industrial rack mount case.  The hardware and software used to create

our modulated signal will be described in more detail later.

Aircraft-mounted Hardware

The  other  hardware  mounted  semi-permanently  in  the  aircraft  are  GPS

antenna,  ILS  system  and  antenna,  autopilot,  and  a  switching  relay.  The

autopilot is a Bendix PB20N, the operating characteristics of which are not

known (and therefore cannot be reasonably modeled).  

Typical autopilots work similar to a simple PID controller.  We don't intend

to  model  the  autopilot,  but  rather  create  a  system  flexible  enough  to

experimentally  determine  the  proper  signal  levels  and  rates  of  change  to

create a smooth transition from one flight path to the next without oscillation

along the flight path.
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Illustration 7: Aircraft Hardware diagram



C h a p t e r  3

HARDWARE DESIGN

Overview of  Requirements

The components that make up the hardware that will interface with the ILS

system  consist  of  two  main  components.   The  first  is  a  source  of  our

amplitude modulated signals (90Hz and 150Hz at varying amplitudes), and a

frequency generator to create the carrier frequency that these signals will use.

Other ancillary items such as connectors, cables, and connection relays will

not be discussed.  

Frequency Generator

The frequency generator creates the carrier frequency that the ILS system

receiver tunes to for ILS information, which is 108.1MHz in our case.  A

typical  ILS  signal  is  broadcasted somewhere  between  108.1Mhz  and

111.95Mhz.    The frequency generator accepts an external input that allows

out 90Hz and 150Hz amplitude modulated signals to be applied over the

carrier frequency.  We will use this input to connect to our generator of the

90Hz and 150Hz summed signal.

90Hz and 150Hz Amplitude Modulated Signal Source

The  amplitude  modulated  signal  source  must  be  capable  of  producing

independent  90Hz and 150Hz sinusoidal  waves of independently  varying

amplitude.  In order to accomplish this, we must consider:

– The quality of the produced waveforms

– The accuracy of the period of the waveforms

– The output voltage range compatibility and coupling with the frequency

generator input
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– The overall acceptance of the signal by the on-board ILS system of the P3

– The nature and design of the hardware/software to accomplish this.

The  minimal  number  of  components  necessary   to  produce  these  two

waveforms are identified as in the following illustration.

The  combined  90Hz  and  150Hz  signals  are  created  by  two  “signal

generators” that must each have an independent gain-control.  By adjusting

the gain of each channel independently, we can simulate the ILS signals that

the aircraft would encounter during a runway approach.   For example,  to

simulate the ILS landing signal that would tell the aircraft that the current

position  is  “completely  left”  of  the  runway,  we  would  want  a  strongly

attenuated 150Hz signal (or none at all) and a high-gain 90Hz signal, as seen

in Illustration 9.
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Illustration 8: Block diagram of AM
signal  source  showing  aircraft
slightly left of runway



Likewise, to indicate a position “fully right” of the position of the runway, we

would want a attenuated 90Hz signal and a high-gain 150Hz signal as shown

in the Illustration 10.

By dynamically adjusting the gain of the amplifier on each channel, we can

simulate the position of the runway such that the autopilot will  adjust the

attitude of the aircraft to follow the desired path.

We must consider the interface we plan to use with this piece of hardware

before  designing  such a  device.   Our requirements  subject  us  to  using  a

Illustration 9: Aircraft left of runway

Illustration 10: Aircraft right of
runway
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standard PC, so we need to review the possible types of interfaces available

before committing to a design.

Amplitude Modulation Source Hardware - Interfacing

Using a standard industrial PC, the possible usable interfaces at our disposal

include the following :

– Synchronous serial (155kBps)

– Parallel (8-bit) printer port

– PCI slots (useful for D/A cards, etc)

– USB 

– Firewire (IEEE 1448)

– Video, soundcard, modem, ethernet, and other built-in peripherals

After some software considerations, it became clear that the possibilities for

creating such a device would involve the use of either the parallel  port, a

programmable  PCI  D/A  board  (which  would  have  to  be  purchased

separately),  a  USB programmable  D/A board,  or  the  built-in  soundcard.

Briefly we will outline the use of each of these options.

Parallel Port Interfacing

The parallel port has the advantage of being fairly simple to program using

low  level  programming  methods.   It  is  entirely  possible  to  program  the

parallel  port to generate  a  single waveform of virtually  any  shape using a

single 8-Bit DAC and a high-resolution software-timer.
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Illustration  11:  Single  Waveform
Creation using 8-Bit DAC



The PC parallel port has 8 data I/O lines that can be programmed by simply

sending a byte to its port address.  An example in C of an entire program that

can write data to the 8 lines of the parallel port is as follows: 

1:#include <stdio.h>
2:#include <stdlib.h>
3:#include <unistd.h>
4:#include <asm/io.h>
5:#define base 0x378           
6:
7:main(int argc, char **argv)
8:{
9:  int value = 1;
10: if (ioperm(base,1,1))
11:       exit(1);
12:   outb(value, base);
13:}

Lines 1-4 are the only necessary include files (on a Linux system).  Line 5

defines the output port address of the parallel  port, with “0x378” being a

common default value.  Line 10 attempts to set the permissions of the port so

that it can be written to, with an exit if it is not possible (i.e. if the user does

not have root privileges).

The relative simplicity of programming the parallel port as illustrated in the

code snippet above make it an attractive option.  However, there would be

some issues with using the parallel port that would have to be addressed.

First of all, this approach is highly dependent on the quality of the software-

timer (which generally is limited to several microseconds on an x86 platform

and is also subject to the noise introduced by the jitter inherent with interrupt

responses ), but works well for a single waveform of variable amplitude.  But

in order to create two simultaneous waveforms of variable amplitude, a more

complex  approach  is  necessary.   The following illustration shows a  more

complex  method  that  would  allow  the  controlling  of  two  waveforms

simultaneously as required.
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We have to take advantage of the additional control lines of the PC parallel

port  to  control  the  counter/timers  and  gain  of  each  channel  using  a

multiplexer.  The counter/timers are set to produce a square waveform at

50% cycle duty corresponding to 90Hz and 150Hz.  The gain values of each

output would be controlled with two op-amps, and a smoothing circuit would

be needed to get a sinusoidal shape.

The resulting waveforms are then summed together and sent to the frequency

generator,  which in turn superimposes the  dual  frequency AM modulated

signal on the carrier signal of 108.1MHz.

This  approach  has  the  advantage  of  being  relatively  straightforward  to

program in a the Linux environment being used.  The hardware is relatively

simple and could be built easily in an electronics laboratory.  However, since a

simpler and more elegant solution exists, we discuss another approach that

may yield other benefits.
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Illustration  12:  Dual  waveform  creation  with
controlled gain



PCI/USB D/A Converter Board

PCI D/A boards are  widely  available  and generally  contain  counters  that

allow the precise generation of ordinary waveforms.  They could easily be

considered as a solution for this type of problem.  Beside the fact that these

cards  would incur  an additional  cost,  the purchase  of  such a  card is  not

necessary.  A standard modern PC has included hardware with a capability

that we will exploit to produce similar results.

PC Soundcard

Typical  modern  sound  cards are  capable  of  ADC and DAC conversions

sample rates of up to 96kHz at 24bit resolution, with even a more modest

soundcard  normally capable of 48kHz sample rates at a resolution of 16 bits

with relatively low noise levels. 

A PC soundcard is capable of producing an analog equivalent of a digitized

waveform at  varying  amplitudes,  which  is  the  prescribed  action  that  our

amplitude  modulation  hardware  must  fulfill.   Using  a  soundcard  as  a

replacement  for  the  counter/timer,  DAC,  and  OP/AMP combination  as

described  above  would  simplify  our  problem  into  mostly  a  software

development project.

Illustration  13: Typical D/A
PCI board
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A typical  soundcard uses 16-bit  DACs to convert  digital  samples to their

analog equivalent.  By creating a digital waveform that can be “looped” over

and sent to the soundcard (one digital  waveform for each channel  - one

sinusoidal wave at 90Hz, one at 150Hz) and adjusting the gain settings of the

DAC of  each  channel,  we  can  individually  control  the  90Hz  and 150Hz

signals of the analog output.

Before  actually  using  such  a  configuration  we  would  need  to  test  the

produced  waveforms for  accuracy  and  noise  (particularly  noise  related  to

looping over each waveform, or “clicking”), as well as ensure that the gain of

the output are appropriate  for the frequency generator  (and thus the ILS

receiver).  Exceeding the input-levels of the frequency generator could cause

the ILS receiver to be misguided, as well as noise inherent to the soundcard

hardware itself.  If this approach succeeds, we have a simplified answer to

interfacing with the ILS system that does not require purchasing any extra

hardware.

GPS – Serial Input/Output

The  GPS  data  stream  will  be  read  from  an  Ashtech  Z12  receiver  or

comparable.   The receiver will  output NMEA strings,  specifically  “GGA”

strings, to be read by the PC via a normal serial port at a rate no greater than

115 kilobit/sec.  The strings are read in as ASCII characters and are made up

of the fields shown in the following table.
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Illustration  14:  PC  soundcard  use  to  create
amplitude modulated signal



Format Description

hhmmss.ss in UTC (coordinated universal time zone)

ddmm.mmmm,N latitude of the GPS position fix

dddmm.mmmm,W longitude of the GPS position fix

q quality of the GPS fix 

ss number of satellites being used

y.y horizontal dilution of precision

a.a,M GPS antenna altitude in meters

g.g,M geoidal separation in meters

t.t age of the deferential correction data

iiii deferential station's ID

*CC checksum for the sentence

An example of a GGA string is shown below and highlighted according to

the individual fields.

When a string with the label $GPGGA” is received on the serial port, it is

immediately  parsed for the fields that  describe the current position of the

aircraft, nominally at a rate of 2Hz.  In the above GGA string, the important

fields needed for getting an approximate location are latitude and longitude,

which are good to a few meters .  This will be the only important data string

used from the GPS receiver.   Other methods are used for more accurate

positioning (such as using dual frequencies and P-Code phase tracking), but

Illustration 15: A typical GGA string, with coloring for clarity

Illustration 16: Ashtech Z12
receiver
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will not be discussed here.  The accuracy of the GGA string received in real

time  is  good  enough  for  positioning  the  aircraft  over  our  target  set  of

waypoints.  

Each GGA string received by the PC via the serial port is parsed for the

latitude, longitude, altitude and compared against the target set of waypoints.

The difference between the current location and the target waypoint set is the

basis by which the amplitude modulated signals are generated and sent to the

ILS.  The flight trajectory is determined by the parsed GGA strings from the

GPS receiver.  The angle made between the target set of waypoints and the

current flight trajectory can be found by:

=arccos  U ⋅V
∣U ∣∗∣V∣



where  is  the  angle  between  the  set  of  waypoints  and  the  plane's

trajectory,  U ⋅V  is  the  dot  product  between  the  waypoint  and  plane

trajectory  vectors,  and  ∣U ∣∗∣V∣ are  the  magnitudes  of  the  vectors

multiplied by each other.  
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C h a p t e r  4

SOFTWARE DESIGN

Overview of  Requirements

The software used to control  the amplitude modulated signal  sent to the

frequency generator is the focus of this experiment; however, the system in its

entirety comprises of a much larger amount of functionality.

The main requirements of the complete system should allow the user to:

– Use GPS, identify the current location and display planned flight paths.

Show  relative  distances  and  relevant  information,  such  as  aircraft

orientation and speed.  

– Allow the user to enter  new flight paths along specified longitude and

latitude  coordinates  and  make  changes  to  existing  paths.   This  set  of

“target waypoints” must also be displayed such that the relative distance

between the current location and the target waypoints can be easily seen.

– Use the current GPS location, command the autopilot to steer the plane

left or right depending on the relative location of the current flight path.

The autopilot should be commanded in real time to follow the target set of

waypoints based on the current GPS location.

– Have flexible settings for adjusting the maximum total amplitude of the

signal fed to the frequency generator, the relative amplitude of the 90Hz

and 150Hz signals

I will only discuss in detail the software module related to the creation of the

90Hz  and  150Hz  amplitude  modulated  signals  via  the  soundcard.   This

module  will  be  integrated  with  another  software  package  currently  being

developed and tested for the purpose described in this paper by a NASA

engineer.
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The SignalGenerator Class

The C++ class “SignalGenerator” [appendix A] was written to handle writing

the sinusoidal samples to the soundcard output.  The SignalGenerator  class is

able to separately adjust the amplitude of both the left and the right channel

which each create an analog output of the 90Hz and 150Hz digital waveforms

respectively.   The two waveforms are then simply mixed together using a

standard stereo to mono adapter.

The SignalGenerator class works by directly opening the “/dev/dsp” device in

the Linux  file system and writing digital samples to it.   More information

about the programming interface to the “/dev/dsp” device can been found in

the header file “</linux/soundcard.h>” as included with the linux kernel.  

Using the interface provided in “soundcard.h”, programming the soundcard

to play digital waveforms can be rather simple, as illustrated by the following

C code (note that there is no error checking).

1: #include <unistd.h>
2: #include <stdio.h>
3: #include <fcntl.h>
4: #include <sys/types.h>
5: #include <sys/ioctl.h>
6: #include <linux/soundcard.h>
7:
8: int main()
9: {
10:       int fd; 
11:       int arg;
12:       int status;
13:       fd = open("/dev/dsp", O_RDWR);
14:       arg = 16;
15:       status = ioctl(fd, SOUND_PCM_WRITE_BITS, &arg);
16:       arg = 2;
17:       status = ioctl(fd,SOUND_PCM_WRITE_CHANNELS, &arg);
18:       arg = 44100;
19:       status = ioctl(fd, SOUND_PCM_WRITE_RATE, &arg);
20:       write(audio, audiobuf, abuf_ptr);
20:       status = close(fd);
21:       return(0);
22:}

19



The sample snippet of code shows how one might open the soundcard for

writing 16-bit digital data to the analog output stream.

Lines 1 – 6 describe  the header files to be included.   Line 13 opens the

character device file “/dev/dsp” with read and write access.  Line 15 sets the

sample size to 16 bits, line 17 sets the number of channels to 2, and line 19

sets the PCM sampling rate to 44.1kHz.  Line 20 illustrates the write function

that would be used to write 16-bit words to the device directly, much like

writing binary data to a file.

The  class  SignalGenerator depends  on  two  other  classes  called  DAC2 and

generator.  The generator class is responsible for creating the specified waveform

at the required bit resolution digitally and can handle digitally mixing multiple

channels together.  The DAC class handles the opening of the soundcard and

writing the digital waveforms created by the  generator class to the soundcard

device.  The class  SignalGenerator utilizes instances of the  generator and  DAC

class.  For a more detailed look at these classes, please refer to [appendix B].

Testing the Classes

 After completing the C++ class, a small executable was created to record the

output of 'siggen' for analysis by a package called Baudline3.  Using siggen, it

was possible to create the output of 150Hz and 90Hz signals independently

on the left and right channels of the soundcard hardware.  The flow of the

test program is shown in the following diagram.

2  Some of the functionality of the DAC and generator  classes are  based in part on the GPL released
work by Jim Jackson written in C.  See http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/jj/linux/siggen.html,

3 See http://www.baudline.com
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Illustration 17: Flow diagram of the 'siggen' test program



The output of the test program siggen was recorded by Baudline for analysis.

Illustration 18 shows a recording of separate left and right channels when

running siggen without summing the two signals together.  The left channel is

represented by the green sinusoidal curve, and the right channel is in purple.

Both channels were configured with the same gain settings.  The period of

the left green channel is 90Hz, and the right purple channel is 150Hz.

Next, the two signals were combined using the stereo to mono adapter.  The

resultant signal was again sampled by Baudline and illustration 19 shows the

combined signal.  

Using the analysis capability of Baudline, the primary frequencies are correctly

detected as 90Hz and 150Hz as shown in illustration 20.

Illustration 18: Stereo recording of siggen using Baudline

Illustration  19:  Mono  signal  (combined  channels)  sampled  by
Baudline
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After verifying that the output of the two channels were indeed at the desired

frequencies, the next step was to integrate the class  SignalGenerator into the

existing navigation software called “SOXMAP” .

SOXMAP

“SOXMAP” is a program designed by J.  Sonntag4 for use with navigation

along specific pre-determined flight lines.  It was developed over the course

of the years 2002 - 2004 and has been successfully tested in extreme Northern

and Southern latitudes, as well as various places in between.  It was meant to

replace  an  older  navigation  system  and  to  incorporate  an  ILS  steering

capability, which is what the  SignalGenerator class provides.

4 John Sonntag, NASA OSB. Please see http://osb.wff.nasa.gov
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Illustration 20: Detection of primary frequencies by software



The modularity of C++ allows the SignalGenerator class to be inserted directly

into the SOXMAP code without modification and with minimal support code

needed to interface to the class and configure it.
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After the incorporation of the  SignalGenerator class into SOXMAP and the

appropriate  controls  in  the  MMI,  the  connection  between  the  original

SOXMAP program and the steering interface of the SignalGenerator class had

to be established.  The interface to the class is

void::SignalGenerator steerPlane(int dir, double angle)

The variable “dir” is an integer with a value of 0 or 1 which represents the

direction of the turn to be made, which is determined geometrically.   The

variable “angle”  is the angle between the current plane trajectory and the

vector formed by the target set of waypoints.  The angle  is determined by

=arccos  U ⋅V
∣U ∣∗∣V∣



as  shown  previously.   With  the  angle  and  direction  information,  the

SignalGenerator class determines what the gain values of the 90Hz and 150Hz

signals   are.
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For  the  initial  attempt  of  coupling  with  ILS  system,  an  approach  of

attenuating the left and right steering signals as shown above will be used.  As

illustrated in the diagram, when the plane is “on course”, the left and right

steer signals are both at 100% of the maximum gain value.  When the plane is

left of course, the right steer signal will always be at 100% of the maximum

gain  value,  while  the  steer  left  signal  will  be  a  value  determined  linearly

between 0 and the maximum gain value, which occurs when the plane is “on

course”.  For a plane trajectory right of course, the left steer signal is held at

100% while the right turn signal is attenuated linearly, with a maximum when

the plane is  “on course”.

While other models would be more accurate, this linear approach to the gain

attenuation values is simple and will suffice for the first series of tests.

The  implementation  of  the  SignalGenerator class  requires  programming  a

separate  thread  for  the  waveform generation  and  playback  on  the  DAC

device.  This was necessary to ensure that the samples being written to the

DAC device would not be interrupted (which would produce noise in the

Illustration  21:  X  axis  -  angle  of
deviation, Y- Gain percentage
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analog  output)  and  that  the  gain  variables  could  be  updated  without

interrupting the analog signals.

By using the SignalGenerator class, the SOXMAP application is able to modify

the ILS signal that is coupled to the ILS receiver and send the appropriate

right/left/center signal such that the aircraft minimized the angle between its

trajectory vector and the waypoints vector.  This approach is not meant to

produce the best results when approaching a target set of waypoints at a large

angle.  The tracking of the set of waypoints will begin only when the aircraft

is on a path close to parallel (within 5 degrees of either side) with the target

set of waypoints.  This places responsibility of the proper use of the program

on the user.  If this pre-requisite for  usage were not observed, the aircraft

would approach the first point of the trajectory at an undesired angle with the

entire set of waypoints, and would not be optimal for following the desired

path.

Testing SOXMAP and SignalGenerator

Testing of the program was planned to be done in Fall of 2004 aboard the

NASA  P-3  aircraft.   However,  because  of  technical  problems  with  the

aircraft, it was not used during the season and instead a military aircraft was

utilized.  Due to the restrictive nature of the aircraft installation, it was not

possible to interface to the ILS antenna and thus test the new code directly.

The  original  test  plan  would  have  involved  connecting  the  frequency

generator to the antenna via a  relay (so that  the “real”  ILS signal  can be

received when needed) and sending test signals to the ILS system with direct

readout of the guidance in the cockpit.

Instead, a GPS simulation program was utilized to simulate the flight of the

aircraft.  The simulator then fed data into the SOXMAP program while the

direction of the target waypoints were computed.  The  SignalGenerator class

then  directs  the  aircraft  toward  the  target  waypoints  producing  the
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appropriate tones and giving feedback of the relative amplitudes of each tone

being produced.   The feedback information is displayed in the SOXMAP

GUI.

Because SOXMAP was designed to be compatible with reading GPS data

over a TCP/IP connection as well, the program gpssimulator could be used to

simulate a flight anywhere on the globe.  

Illustration  22: gpssimulator - network GGA
message simulator
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A test set of waypoints was generated that was read in by SOXMAP (shown

above as a blue line that the aircraft is approaching).  Next, the parameters of

the GPS simulator were set to position the “aircraft” near the waypoint set.

After maneuvering the aircraft to within five degrees of the waypoint vector,

the option “CDI->Enable” was selected to enable the  SignalGenerator class.

SOXMAP immediately produced the aforementioned 90Hz and 150Hz tones

respectively to direct the ILS of the plane.

Running this test showed that SOXMAP was effective in attempting to steer

the plane when approaching and following a target set of waypoints,  and

produced  amplitude  modulated  90Hz  and  150Hz  signals  appropriately.

However, without actual experimentation on the NASA P-3, the operational

characteristics are  not  known  and  the  performance  cannot  be  finally

evaluated.

Conclusion

Although the tests done showed the capability of the SignalGenerator class and

the SOXMAP program, there are some points that are left to be considered

which were not addressed in this paper:
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Illustration  23:  Plane  with  CDI enabled
approaching the waypoint vector



– Since an aircraft autopilot acts (in the simplest sense) as a PID controller,

how will the aircraft autopilot react to the frequent adjustments of the ILS

signal?  Will  oscillations occur in the attitude of the aircraft?  If  more

information were available on the autopilot characteristics, this could have

been modeled.

– The optimal gain values of the two mixed channels are not known, and

would  be  determined  experimentally  by  connecting  the  output  of

SignalGenerator to the input of the frequency generator and the rest of the

ILS system aboard the aircraft.

– The approach of using a linear attenuation of the two signals may not be

the most realistic approach to use 

The  SOXMAP program combined with the  SignalGenerator class provides a

solution  to  the  problem  presented  in  the  introduction  of  this  paper.

Although it has not been tested yet on real-world hardware as of the writing

of this paper, it is  hoped that an opportunity in the near future will allow it.
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